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Abstract—This paper assesses the accuracy of a three-
dimensional Visible Light Positioning (VLP) algorithm for two
different Light Emitting Diode (LED) configurations using the
same four LEDs, but mounted at different locations on the
ceiling. The two configurations are both simulated and measured
at 22801 test points. It is observed that a classic square LED
configuration results in position ambiguities, causing errors up
to several meters. Alternatively, a star-shaped LED configuration
is able to uniquely reconstruct the photodiode’s location. For
LEDs at a height of approximately 3 m above the receiver,
median errors of 12.7 cm and maximal errors of 21.1 cm are
experimentally obtained, showcasing the applicability of 3D VLP
for drone navigation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Indoor localization research has gained a lot of attention

during the last decade, with possible applications in various

markets. Depending on the use case, different accuracies are

desired. E.g, for navigating humans through buildings, errors

up to a few metres can be tolerated [1]. On the other hand,

Automated Guided Vehicles in industrial environments should

be able to position themselves within only a few centime-

tres or even millimetres. As such, research is still vibrant

around many different positioning techniques: Received Sig-

nal Strength (RSS)-based Radiofrequent (RF)-based position-

ing [1], camera-based positioning [2], laser-based positioning,

etc. A popular research topic is RF-based Time-of-Flight-

based positioning using Ultra-Wideband (UWB) signals, yield-

ing accuracies below 10 cm [3]. A possible competitor

for UWB-positioning is RSS-based Visible Light Positioning

(VLP), able to deliver a similar performance. In [4], UWB

has been investigated to localize or navigate an Unmanned

Aerial Vehicle (UAV) or drone. In [5], a 3D VLP positioning

approach based on Artificial Neural Networks is proposed.

Yang et al. [6] proposed an RSS-based 3D VLP positioning

algorithm. In [7], an efficient VLP algorithm was presented

to obtain a 3D position, also making it suitable for drone

navigation. A four-LED configuration was investigated, with

the receiver module not requiring additional height sensors.

However, simulations indicated that a classic configuration

with four Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) mounted in a square-

shape is not able to unambiguously solve the 3D position. As

a better alternative, a star-shaped configuration was proposed.

As the square LED configuration is assumed in many research

papers [8], [9], it is important to also compare the square-

shaped and star-shaped configuration in an experimental way.

This paper will therefore assess realistic accuracies for 3D

VLP for two LED configurations. Quite some research is

available on network planning and the optimal placement of

base stations for RF communication [10], [11], or for optimal

node placement for RF-based localization [12], [13]. However,

to the authors’ knowledge, no research has yet been performed

on optimal LED placement for a maximal VLP accuracy.

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section II presents the

VLP configuration that is both simulated and experimentally

assessed, while Section III describes the assumed channel

model for the simulations. In Section IV, the employed local-

ization algorithms are described. In Section V, the results are

discussed and the main findings of this paper are summarized

in Section VI.

II. VLP CONFIGURATION

The 3D positioning performance is evaluated within a VLP

lab, measuring 4 m x 4 m. Fig. 1 shows a picture of the lab.

The LEDs’ height can be adjusted, up to a height of 5 m.

Reflections from walls or objects are avoided by using black

cloth as walls of the lab area. Four BXRE-50C3001-D-24

LEDs are intensity-modulated, transmitting pulse trains with a

duty cycle of 0.5. Their current magnitudes are [600, 750, 750,

750] mA and their frequencies are chosen as fi = 2i−1 · f0,

with i = 1..4 and f0 equal to 500 Hz. As such, the contribu-

tions of the different LEDs can be demultiplexed at the receiver

side [14].

The photodiode (PD) receiver is a Thorlabs PDA36A2

commercial photodiode with an active area AR equal to



Fig. 1: Exterior view of the VLP lab with the black cloth sides,

and interior view of ceiling rails for attaching LEDs.

13 mm2. The PD is attached to a one-by-one meter two-

dimensional slider system (Velmex BiSlides) with a mea-

surement granularity of 2.5 cm, and an accuracy better than

1 mm. By subsequently displacing the entire slider system

in the receiver plane, the entire four-by-four meter plane

is measured, resulting in 1512 measurement locations. The

photocurrents are digitized using National Instrument’s USB-

6212 DAQ Device. MATLAB is used to for the FFT-based

demodulation into received power values per LED, as specified

in [14]. To reduce the impact of noise, fifteen power values

are averaged per measurement location. Given that the lowest

used frequency is 500 Hz, a new location is obtained each

30 ms. The height of the PD is 0.21 m during all tests. Despite

the receiver height being fixed, the positioning algorithm will

assume the PD height to be unknown.

As already introduced, two four-LED configurations will be

assessed and compared. A top view of the LEDs’ locations

in the considered environment is shown in Fig. 2, for both

configuration 1 (’Square’, blue dots) and configuration 2

(’Star’, red dots). Table I lists shows the (x,y,z) coordinates of

the four LEDs in both configurations. These coordinates are

determined using a laser-meter.

• ’Square’ - In the first configuration, denoted as ’Square’,

the LEDs are mounted at the four corners of a square, a

typical configuration assumed in many research papers. It

can also be seen as a configuration with four LEDs at the

same distance of the square centre (’concyclic’ locations),

but azimuthally separated by 90°.

• ’Star’ - The second configuration, denoted as ’Star’, will

have its four LEDs mounted in a star-shaped fashion, with

one central LED, surrounded by the three other LED at

more or less the same distance from the centre LED, but

azimuthally separated by 120°.

III. CHANNEL MODEL

This section will clarify the channel model that will be

assumed for the simulations. We only consider the Line-of-

Sight (LoS) path between a LED and the PD. Research on the

impact of (and possible ways of compensating for) reflections

Fig. 2: Top view of LEDs’ locations in the considered envi-

ronment, for configuration ’Square’ (blue squares) and ’Star’

(red dots).

TABLE I: (x,y,z) coordinates of the 4 LEDs for configuration

’Square’ and for configuration ’Star’

Square Star
L1 L2 L3 L4 L1 L2 L3 L4

x(m) -1.12 1.16 -1.12 1.14 1.18 -1.72 1.19 0.06
y(m) -1.47 1.52 1.52 -1.50 1.46 0.03 -1.54 0.01
z(m) 3.22 3.23 3.20 3.21 3.25 3.19 3.20 3.18

will be considered as future work. Fig. 3 defines the model

parameters of the visible light channel. The power PR received

at the PD is calculated according to the following channel

model:

PR = PE · hLoS + PN , (1)

with PE the emitted optical power by the LED and PN the

noise power. hLoS is the channel gain along the direct link

and can be described as follows, when assuming a Lambertian

radiator:

hLoS =
m+ 1

2πd2
cosm(φ) ·AR · cos(ψ) ·TR(ψ) ·GR(ψ), (2)

with m the order of the Lambertian emitter, and φ the angle

of irradiance (i.e., the angle between the LED normal and the

vector �vLED2PD from the LED to the PD. cos(ψ) represents

the cosine model for the receiver’s angular responsivity. TR(ψ)
and GR(ψ) are the optical filter’s gain and the optical concen-

trator’s gain at the receiver, respectively, with ψ the angle of

incidence (i.e., the angle between the PD normal �nPD and the

vector from the PD to the LED). The LEDs will be assumed

to be within the field-of-view (FOV) of the PD and TR(ψ)
and GR(ψ) are assumed equal to 1. d is the distance between

the LED and the PD, and AR the actual PD area.

LED and PD will be assumed to be horizontally oriented.



Fig. 3: Overview of visible light channel.

For an untilted LED (i.e., horizontally oriented), the angle of

irradiance φ = ψ (see Fig. 3) with cos(φ) = cos(ψ) is equal

to h/d, with h the height difference between the LED and the

PD. Note that the assumption of the PD being located in the

xy-plane (see Fig. 3), does not retract from the generality of

the work, as only the LED-PD height difference h matters.

For the conducted simulations, m will be assumed equal to 1,

and PE of each of the LEDs will be estimated as P est
E , by

conducting one measurement right below the LED, such that

P est
E = PR

AR

m+1
2πd2 . As such, the four LED powers PE were

estimated at 13.6, 17.0, 16.7, and 16.2 W for LEDs L1, L2,

L3, L4 respectively.

A. Noise model for simulations

In [9], a noise model is proposed, where the variance is

proportional to the received power PR:

σ2
total =

8πkTηARI2B
2

G
+
16π2kTγLη

2A2
RI3B

3

gm
+2qγPRB

(3)

where we assume that only VLP-modulated light is present

(background current is zero). This is a fair assumption in

industrial warehouse environments and is also valid in our

experimental configuration (see Section II). Detailing each of

the parameters in eq. (3) would lead us too far, the reader

is refered to [9] for more info. However, as many of these

parameters are unknown in our system, we experimentally

estimate a suitable noise model for our system simulations. At

all evaluation locations, 15 photocurrent samples are collected,

from which each time a standard deviation value of the noise

is estimated. Fig. 4 shows the estimated noise variance σ2 as

a function of the photocurrent IPD = γ · PR, with γ the

PD’s responsivity. The figure shows no clear increase with

photocurrent, meaning that here, the noise is dominated by

other factors than the photocurrent. Hence, for our system,

Fig. 4: Experimentally obtained noise variance at all locations

for the considered VLP configuration.

we will assume the noise variance to be equal to the average

value of all estimations, i.e., σ2 = 4.57 · 10−17 A2. Linking

to eq. (1), σ2
PN

is calculated as σ2/γ2, with γ estimated at

0.22 here, by weighing the PD’s responsivity spectrum with

the LED spectrum.

IV. POSITIONING ALGORITHMS

We apply a trilateration algorithm to estimate the position

based on the observed light intensities, both from simulations

and experiments. We distinguish between a 2D trilateration

algorithm and a 3D trilateration algorithm. While the 2D

algorithm assumes the PD height to be exactly known, the 3D

algorithm assumes no prior knowledge of the PD height, and

thus has an additional degree of freedom. In [7], a 3D trilat-

eration algorithm was presented. The algorithm encompasses

the calculation of 2D trilateration estimates for a range of

possible PD heights, after which these estimates are evaluated

based on a Non-Linear Least Squares (NLLS) minimization.

When limiting this range of possible PD heights to one value

- the known height - the 3D algorithm thus reduces to the 2D

trilateration algorithm.

The inputs to the 2D trilateration for an assumed LED-PD

height difference hi are estimated distances between a LEDi

and the unknown PD location, based on the observed received

power PRi from LEDi. These distances d̂i are estimated by

solving eq. (2) for di:

(4)d̂i =
m+3

√
(m+ 1)ARPEihi

m+1

2πPRi

with PEi the power emitted by LEDi, and hi the known

height difference between LEDi and PD (see also Fig. 3).

It is observed that the trilateration process delivers the best

positioning performance when all four sources are used in the

2D trilateration algorithm, so in the analysis of this paper, we

will also use all four LED sources for the 2D trilateration.



The 3D trilateration builds on an iterative evaluation of 2D

trilateration outcomes for different assumed LED-PD height

differences h [7]. For each h value, the following cost function

C(h) is evaluated:

(5)
C(h) =

1

N

N∑
i=1

[
d̂i(h)

−
√

(x̂(h)− xi)2 + (ŷ(h)− yi)2 + (h)2
]2

with N the total number of LEDs (N = 4 here), d̂i(h) is

the distance that is estimated for the observed received power

PRi (see eq. (4)) for the assumed LED-PD height difference h.

(x̂(h), ŷ(h)) is the output of the 2D trilateration algorithm that

is used, assuming the PD height to be hPD = hLED−h. As

such, C(h) calculates, for each h, the average squared error

between the estimated LED-PD distances d̂i(h) (’estimated

distance of LED to PD location’) and the distances between

the LEDs and the 2D-estimated PD location (’distance of LED

to estimated PD location’). The h value for which C(h) is

minimal, yields the estimated LED-PD height difference, and

the 2D trilateration for this height difference then delivers

the estimated (x̂(h), ŷ(h)) location. In this work, we will use

the trilateration algorithm described in [7] (using four LED

sources), but it should be noted that the NLLS minimization

described above can be used in conjunction with any 2D

trilateration algorithm.

TABLE II: Simulated and experimentally obtained median

(p50) and maximal (p95) positioning errors, for the two

LED configurations (square- and star-shaped), and for 3D

(PD height unknown) and 2D (PD height exactly known)

localization.

p50 error (cm)
Square Star

2D 3D 2D 3D
Experimental 13.4 222.6 15.3 12.7
Simulated 2.5 212.3 6.7 3.2

p95 error (cm)
Square Star

2D 3D 2D 3D
Experimental 28.7 277.8 25.7 21.1
Simulated 7.4 276.2 8.9 7.7

V. RESULTS

Table II lists the median (p50) and maximal (p95) position-

ing errors for the different algorithms (’2D’ and ’3D’) and for

the two LED configurations (’star’ and ’square’), obtained via

simulations or via experiments. Fig. 5 shows the simulated

(’sim’) and experimental (’exp’) cumulative distribution func-

tion (cdf) of the positioning error using the square-shaped
LED configuration, both for the 3D estimation and for the

2D estimation (assuming the height to be exactly known).

Fig. 5 and Table II show the small positioning errors when

the height is known (’2D sim’ and ’2D exp’): a median of 2.5

and 13.4 cm for simulations and experiments respectively. As

found via simulations in [7], 3D location estimations indeed

suffer from a possible ambiguity when the four LEDs are

Fig. 5: Cdf of positioning error for square LED deployment,

for 2D/3D and obtained via simulations/experiment.

Fig. 6: Cdf of positioning error for star LED deployment, for

2D/3D and obtained via simulations/experiment.

mounted in a square shape, or formulated more generalized,

when the fourth LED is located on the circle formed by the

other three LEDs (’concyclic’ LEDs). Fig. 5 shows that for this

configuration, only about 20% of the locations are correctly

matched, with accuracies comparable to the 2D estimations,

while the other estimations are estimated with errors from

around 1.75 m to more than 3 m, due to a faulty height

estimation. Similarly to the 2D case, the experimental results

are slightly worse than the simulation results, but the cdfs

exhibit a similar pattern and show errors in the same order of

magnitude.

Fig. 7 shows the spatial distribution of the positioning errors

for the square-shaped configuration according to a) simulations

and b) experiments. The figure shows that correctly matched

locations are randomly distributed in the evaluation area,

and that the experiments have slightly fewer correct location

matches.

Fig. 6 shows the simulated and experimental cdf of the



(a) Simulation (b) Experiment

Fig. 7: Spatial distribution of positioning error for square-shaped LED configuration (white dots indicate LED locations)

.

(a) Simulation (b) Experiment

Fig. 8: Spatial distribution of positioning error for star-shaped LED configuration (white dots indicate LED locations)

.

positioning error using the star-shaped LED configuration
in the same system, both for the 3D estimation and for the

2D estimation. The figure shows that the position ambiguity

has indeed disappeared. Median and maximal experimental 3D

errors are only 12.7 cm and 21.1 cm respectively, somewhat

higher than the corresponding simulated errors (3.2 and 7.7 cm

respectively). The 3D simulation cdf shows a small sudden

increase at around 80%, which is due to the smaller transmit

power of the top right LED, and hence, the lower SNR. This

can also be seen in Fig 8, showing the spatial distribution of the

positioning errors for the star-shaped configuration according

to a) simulations and b) experiments. Indeed, Fig 8 a) shows

that positioning errors are slightly higher in the area around

the top right LED with its slightly lower transmit power. It

is also to be noted that 3D positioning performs better than

2D positioning (with a known PD height), although it uses

the same 2D positioning algorithm. This can be explained by

the fact that the 3D algorithm searches for a cost minimum in

three dimensions, resulting in a better match than a search in

only two dimensions.



For both deployments (’square’ and ’star’), it is observed that

despite the correspondence of the nature of the error cdf of

simulations and experiments, larger errors are observed in the

experiments. These are due to several factors, e.g., the LEDs

having a small unknown tilt [15], the LED power showing

a deviation from the tabulated value [16], the LED radiation

pattern not being perfectly Lambertian, the receiver angular

responsivity not exhibiting a perfect cosine-dependence [17],

small receiver tilts,... In the simulations, all these factors are

assumed ideal, but in the experiments, they cannot be avoided.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, two different four-LED configurations were

compared via simulations and experiments. It was shown

that when the four LEDs are mounted in the corners of a

square (i.e., concyclic locations), 3D positioning performance

is inadequate due to a positioning ambiguity, with 80% of

the locations matched with an error of more than 1.75 m.

For the star-shaped configuration, much better results were

obtained: experimentally obtained median and maximal 3D

positioning errors were 12.7 and 21.1 cm, even better than

the 15.3 and 25.7 cm when the exact height is accurately

known (2D positioning). Future work consists of adjusting

the algorithm to account for LED tilt or for receiver tilts, the

latter of which is particularly important when applying the

algorithm for drone navigation. Other future research consists

of determining the optimal LED layout for a minimal three-

dimensional positioning error. Finally, it should further be

investigated how the algorithm performs at different receiver

heights. Realizing such 3D VLP system in industrial settings

also requires investigating the impact of reflections and of

external light sources.
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